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Comparing 6 Techniques To Do Data Driven Programming - PhUSE
Thinking of joining PHUSE? Already a member but not sure how you can benefit? PHUSE is an
expanding, global society with a global membership of clinical data scientists. It requires a large
pool of resources to help with its running, and so there are many opportunities for members to
become involved.
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Delivery standard industry analyses, built upon CDISC standards for analysis data - phuseorg/phuse-scripts
SAS macro validation criteria - PHUSE Wiki
ABSTRACT. During the development and maintenance (life-cycle) process of SAS® macros,
especially while they are already used for production purposes, it is very much recommended to
keep a history of changes, additions and bug fixes along with the macro version number.
Good Programming Practice in Macro Development - PHUSE Wiki
From PHUSE Wiki Jump to: navigation , search The Coder's Corner section is dedicated to brief
presentations of real-life code, programming tips, efficiency techniques, undocumented features,
useful algorithms and macros and other creative uses of software.
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The macro %_COUNT_ is called from within a SAS data step involving the variables from the dataset
being read. Below some examples with their explanation are presented; the SPSS-equivalent code
is printed in italics. The example starts with some example data. Note that variable names and
values within lists are separated by commas and/or spaces.
phuse-org/phuse-scripts - GitHub
The SAS® macro-function %VARLIST(), a generic utility function that can retrieve lists of variables
from one or more datasets, and process them in various ways in order to generate code fragments,
was presented at the PhUSE 2015 Annual
Sas macro %count - PHUSE Wiki
Developing and using general SAS® macros may reduce development time of dedicated program
code, errors and frustration. It may increase the quality and the quantity of the resulting output.
However, especially in pharmaceutical research all generated SAS code has to be validated,
including newly developed macros.
A macro to re-size character variable length
Standard Analyses & Code Sharing. Working Group & Project Scope. Working Group Leads . Mary
Nilsson. Hanming Tu. The development and implementation of industry standards provides a great
opportunity to develop standard reporting across industry and to support the needs of the FDA.
how to count the frequency of variables ... - Sas Institute
Lex Jansen is a SAS employee. The views expressed on this website do not represent the views of
SAS. Contact me. 340 papers presented at PHUSE US Connect 2018-2019. PHUSE US Connect 2020.
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March 8-11, Orlando, FL. 12355 papers ... Lex Jansen does not warrant, nor does he accept any
responsibility or liability for, the accuracy or completeness of ...
Solved: Using COUNTW function on macro variables - SAS ...
Combining the guideline from CDISC andthe recommendations on PhUSE Wiki website, this macro
was developed to implement the following principles: • For character variables whose maximum
length is not stated in the SDTM IG, variable length is determined by the maximum length found in
data.
Fun with Functions and Macro Variables in PROC SQL - PhUSE
Built-in macro-functions. Macro functions such as %INDEX, %SUBSTR(),or %LOWCASE() compute a
result based on specified or default arguments, and return (or resolve to) a value, which is then
used inside other user-written macro definitions or in open code such as data step, global
statements and procedure calls.
Utility Macro Index (SAS) · phuse-org/phuse-scripts Wiki ...
Project Overview. Macros provide an effective way to automate and reuse code in a standard and
consistent manner across SAS programs. This ability to reuse code means that the use of GPP is
particularly important in macro code and we think that there is a need to develop a consensus and
document good programming prairies specifically for macro programming.
SAS Macro Version Control - PHUSE Wiki
util_get_reference_lines.sas - Determine normal range reference lines to include in a plot
implemented to do TO DO util_get_var_min_max.sas - Determine the MIN and MAX of a numeric
variable implemented to do TO DO util_labels_from_var.sas - Create sequence of macro vars with
code and labels from a ...
Working Groups - PhUSE
Then, I hope to get advice from you how to count the frequency of those variables, which is now
listed under one column, called “name of formal variable”. I want to have a following table: Body
system percent N Musculoskeletal 26.2% 12345 Respiratory 25.5% 12322 Neurological 24.8%
11112 Mental health 18.6% 9687 Respiratory 14.6% 9456
Lex Jansen - SAS Proceedings and more
Delivery standard industry analyses, built upon CDISC standards for analysis data - phuseorg/phuse-scripts
Simple Index · phuse-org/phuse-scripts Wiki · GitHub
Welcome to the CSS/PhUSE repository. This site hosts standard scripts for data transformations and
analyses across and within a therapeutic area, as well as for exploratory analyses. Our goal is to
standardize analyses and code across the industry, and to provide other examples of how our
industry can build upon standardized data sets.
Standard-Analyses-Code-Sharing - PhUSE
These data driven techniques make use of SAS® data steps, SQL procedures, and SAS macro
coding. The main idea is to use a SAS data step or SQL procedure to initiate a module and SAS
macro programming to drive the module. All techniques discussed in this paper should be able to
call a macro based on values in a dataset.
Category:Coders Corner - PHUSE Wiki
The SQL procedure is a powerful and versatile tool which, when combined with one or more SAS®
functions, is able to summarize (or aggregate) data. Besides its ability to aggregate data, PROC SQL
can also be used with the SELECT statement’s INTO clause to create single-value macro variables
and when combined with the SEPARATED BY keyword is able to create an array of values,
commonly ...
Category:Macro-functions - PHUSE Wiki
The SAS macro-function %VARLIST (), a generic utility function that can retrieve lists of variables
from one or more datasets, and process them in various ways in order to generate code fragments,
was first presented at the PhUSE 2015 Annual Conference in Vienna. That paper focused on
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generating code for SQL joins of arbitrary complexity.
Top 10 uses of macro %varlist - in proc SQL, Data Step and ...
%put test has a word count of %sysfunc(countw(test)); In the case of an empty macro variable,
countw returns a value of 1. I'd like the result to be 0 in this case, which seems like it should be the
result, but I'm clearly missing something in the documentation. Is there a way to have this return 0
by using some combination of optional arguments?
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